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Abstract 
Business leaders, consultants, teaching professionals, researchers, and aca-
demic theorists have long recognized the importance of strategic choice 
alignment as a determinant of firm performance and as a measure of strategic 
leadership competence. But how do we know which organizational elements 
need to be aligned? How do we determine if those elements are aligned or 
misaligned, and how do we prioritize misalignments which most urgently 
need to be corrected? This paper proposes a ten-element best-fit alignment 
stack of strategic choice meta-frameworks drawn from the author’s expe-
rience as both a business leader and graduate school professor and offers a 
simple assessment mechanism that identifies the most critical misalignments 
in a firm. 
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1. Introduction 

The correct answer in an MBA classroom to nearly any question is: “it depends”. 
It depends on the industry sector(s) in which the firm participates, i.e., its mar-
ket position, its strategies, its legal structure, its financial circumstances, its lea-
dership expectations, its risk tolerance, its mission, its vision, its goals, and its 
very notion of effectiveness.  

There is no single recipe for business success, no one strategic choice which 
will determine firm performance. Rather it is the alignment of multiple interde-
pendent strategic choices that creates the environment in which tactical and op-
erational initiatives can lead to excellent firm performance.  

Graduate school is about teaching the application of frameworks, not the 
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memorization of recipes; we teach our MBA students principles, theories, and 
ideas that help them understand complex situations that present with ambigui-
ties, uncertainties, and undetermined numbers of interdependent probabilities.  

The tendency of under-led organizations to devolve into self-interested fac-
tions has not been erased by 21st-century technologies and multi-cultural influ-
ences; it has been accelerated and intensified. Factional conflict—the unmanaged 
formation of unsanctioned organizational sub-units fueled by alienation and mi-
strust—is a greater threat than ever before.  

And so the need for creating alignment, for getting our organizational seg-
ments and strategic initiatives “on the same page”, is more crucial than ever be-
fore. But what is it that needs to be aligned? Which organizational characteristics 
are strategic choices, versus tactical or operational necessities? How do we know 
if our organizations are aligned or misaligned and how do we prioritize misa-
lignments we might detect?  

This paper proposes a framework and approach to assessing alignment of 
strategic choices that have been developed over decades of organizational pro-
filing in the private sector—analyzing the organizations of competitors, custom-
ers, suppliers, teaming partners, acquisition candidates, and subsidiary holdings 
of a conglomerate firm. It was incorporated into the Leadership Development 
program developed at the author’s firm and refined as it was brought into aca-
demia and taught in MBA courses at Athabasca University and University of 
Maryland University College Europe in recent years. 

There have been hundreds of outstanding papers written on the subject of 
alignment of various pairs of organizational elements: strategy and structure, 
leadership and decision-making, power mode and motivation, etc. This paper 
will propose a more ambitious synthesized framework; creating four proposed 
alignment “stacks” made up of ten elemental typologies each.   

It will conclude with the presentation of a simple scoring tool for assessing 
alignment and misalignment using these stacked typologies and for identifying 
the specific element pairings of an organization where misalignment is most 
likely to be causing severe negative impacts—those element pairings whose 
alignment score equals five. The “fives” are likely to be the source(s) of deeply 
seated factional conflict within the firm.    

2. Methodology  

The Elaboration Theory of Instruction [1] describes a process of formative re-
search which uses multiple naturalistic cases [2] and synthesis of previously ac-
cepted theoretical frameworks to develop expanded or adapted theoretical 
frameworks that enrich learning. This paper has been developed according to 
those principles.  

The development of this paper’s theorized alignment “stack” draws from ex-
isting analytical frameworks in a triangulation that arose from the author’s ref-
lections upon three different sets of experiences and collections of post facto 
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cases.  
The first is a 38-year business career during which hundreds of organizational 

profiles were developed and/or evaluated for competitors, customers, suppliers, 
acquisition candidates, and potential teaming partners. The second is several 
years of teaching and course-writing in Athabasca University’s MBA program, 
particularly the STOA603 Strategy and Organizational Analysis course and the 
STCH600 Making Strategic Decisions course. The third is this past year of 
teaching multiple sections of courses in University of Maryland University Col-
lege Europe’s MBA program—MBA610 Leading People and Organizations, 
AMBA 670 Managing Strategy In The Global Marketplace, and MBA670 Stra-
tegic Decision-making.  

Between corporate organizational profile assessments, student discussions on-
line in the classroom, and student papers which apply the frameworks and theo-
ries which have been assembled into this synthesis, several hundred case studies 
focused on the subject of alignment of organizational elements and strategic 
choices have been considered, spanning all major industry segments of private 
sector firms, public sector agencies, NGO’s charities and other non-profits, for-
eign firms, educational institutions, and military units.  

The idea of “scored” stack of four-quadrant typologies built on the foundation 
of Quinn and Rohrbaugh’s CVF foundation [3] arose from the series and se-
quence of lessons in the syllabus of Athabasca University’s STOA603 Strategy 
and Organizational Analysis course. While the course was not written to be 
taught with a theme of sequential alignment assessment, I recognized a strong 
similarity in the sequence of the elements included in the weekly lesson plans to 
the sequence of the elements we required in our corporate profiling function 
during my executive career.  

Early “prototypes” of the alignment stack table were developed as supple-
ments to stimulate discussion and draw out a clearer understanding of the CVF 
and its practical application; at first clusters of 2 or 3 elements, gradually adding 
elements until the current 10-element stack emerged. Different means of “scor-
ing” alignments and misalignments were discussed as a pedagogical device, i.e. 
to focus the students on the practical considerations of prioritizing strategic de-
cision-making in the real world.  

While most of the specific elements have been assigned to a four-quadrant 
framework from one author, there are exceptions, i.e. four typologies selected 
from six in the original paper, or ideas of two authors combined in one element. 
The overarching purpose is to provide four suitable matches for the four Quinn 
[3] effectiveness models in each table element, not to select typologies merely to 
fit an arbitrary quadrant typology format.  

While not planned as an element in a research project per se, the feedback, 
criticism, and recommendations of over 200 mid-career graduate business stu-
dents using this diagnostic tool to assess their own firms have driven the revi-
sions and refinements that have led to the proposed alignment stack table and 
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scorecard as it is currently constructed.  
With the last three sections of UMUC’s MBA670 classes having completed an 

in-classroom application exercise of the alignment stack and “rule of 5” to their 
own organizations without any recommendations for modification, the idea was 
considered to be suitable for publication, consideration, and refinement by a 
wider community of academics and practitioners.  

3. The Theorized Alignment Stack 

The ten elements included in the synthesized alignment framework have been 
selected from the author’s four decades of experience as a business executive, 
graduate business course writer, MBA professor, and Leadership Development 
program director. The elements and lead authors of those previously accepted 
frameworks are:  
• notional effectiveness—Quinn [3] 
• strategy—Porter [4] 
• structure—Mintzberg [5] 
• culture—Goffee [6] 
• decision-making—Lewin [7] 
• leadership—Bass [8] 
• motivation—various 
• power-mode—French-Raven [9] 
• conflict resolution mode—Blake-Moulton [10] 
• change mode—Kotter, Beer [11] [12] 

Each will be briefly described in a subsequent section. The paper assumes the 
readers’ passing acquaintance with these widely-cited authors’ seminal works. It 
would take hundreds of pages to explain them adequately to a neophyte—whole 
courses have been built around some of them.  

As a practical matter, organizational analysis using these ten elements is best 
done in sequence. Every decision in the firm is taken to make it more effective, 
so the first thing to learn about it is its notion of effectiveness; structure is se-
lected to support strategy, decision-making preferences will influence the type of 
leaders who are selected, and so on. Each strategic choice will inform—not dic-
tate, but inform—subsequent strategic choices, so the key to quickly reaching an 
accurate understanding of the entire firm is to approach the task of profiling the 
correct sequence. Proper sequencing will also make misalignments more readily 
apparent.  

The foundation for alignment is the Competing Values Framework (CVF) 
developed by Quinn and Rohrbaugh [3]. It is the most fundamental strategic 
choice the firm will undertake; all others are informed by this first choice, and it 
will be the basis against which alignment is mapped. A firm’s dominant notional 
effectiveness model is the most crucial characteristic of the firm to profile cor-
rectly; like the foundation of a building, our understanding of notional effec-
tiveness must be solid and sound or subsequent determinations about firm cha-
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racteristics will be unstable and unreliable.  

3.1. Effectiveness 

The first thing to understand about any organization its notion of effectiveness, 
because every strategic decision made in an organization is taken to make the 
organization more effective; however, there is no single notional definition of 
effectiveness, no one criteria that everyone agrees correctly measures the effec-
tiveness of a firm or its strategic choices. Decisions that appear foolish from our 
own notional perspectives of effectiveness may be quite sensible within the 
framework of the firm’s effectiveness model. It is incumbent on the analyst to 
understand the firm, not to project his/her preferences and biases onto it.  

Quinn and Rohrbaugh [3] organized 95 indicators of effectiveness into a qua-
drant framework with whose two-dimensional criteria are internal versus exter-
nal focus along its x-axis, and flexibility versus control as its y-axis. A graphic 
depiction is provided as Appendix A. The result is four competing effectiveness 
models—dominant conceptions of the term that inform the organization’s stra-
tegic decisions. Quinn [13] went on to apply the idea of CVF to individual lead-
ers; our individual frames of reference can be mapped to the same quadrant as 
can our collective associations we call firms.  

When we teach CVF in graduate school we will often explain the inter-
nal/external values of x-axis as the firm’s reflexive source of validation and the 
flexibility/control values of the y-axis as its instinctive tradeoff preference. If a 
customer survey (external) indicated a firm was very effective, but an employee 
survey (internal) indicated a firm was very ineffective, which would be instinc-
tively actionable? And will the firm give up control to achieve greater flexibility, 
or will it give up flexibility to increase control? We use the term “emphasis” to 
indicate dominant, but not exclusive modality.  

If there is no dominant effectiveness model established for the firm, then in-
ternal factions will arise around the four competing values, and that factional 
loyalty will be more powerful than the firm in terms of individual’s membership 
identity. Factional conflict is most severe and damaging between opposing di-
agonals on the CVF quadrant, where both axes are in conflict. This intensified 
conflict between diagonals applies to individuals as well as factions; conflicting 
notions of effectiveness is the underlying cause of many, perhaps most, destruc-
tive interpersonal conflicts between leaders in the firm. That idea of diagonal 
conflict being the most severe is the basis of the “rule of 5” explained later in the 
paper.  

The first quadrant (internal, flexibility) is labeled Human Relations (HR). The 
HR quadrant defines effectiveness as cohesion, morale, a sense of belonging, and 
personal development within a collective tribal framework. Its shorthand generic 
slogan is “doing things together”; that is what the HR firm values above all else. 
Think of Pixar in the Jobs era.  

The second quadrant (internal, control) is labeled Internal Process (IP). The 
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IP quadrant defines effectiveness as stability and reliability through compliance 
with internal rules, and avoidance of deviation. Its shorthand generic slogan is 
“doing things the right way”; that is what the IP firm values above all else. Think 
of Inbev.  

The third quadrant (external, flexibility) is labeled Open Systems (OS). The 
OS quadrant defines effectiveness as rapid growth, resource acquisition, innova-
tion, readiness to change, and external networking. Its shorthand generic slogan 
is “doing different things”; that is what the OS firms values above all else. Think 
of Tesla.  

The fourth quadrant (external, control) is labeled Rational Goal (RG). The RG 
quadrant defines effectiveness as productivity and efficiency through planning 
and goal-setting, and market benchmarking. Its shorthand generic slogan is 
“doing things better”; beating competitive benchmarks is what the RG firm val-
ues above all else. Think of GE in the Welch era.  

3.2. Strategy 

Hundreds of books and thousands of journal articles have been written on the 
subject of business strategy. Nearly all of them in recent decades will reference 
Michael Porter’s generic strategies [4] Porter provides the framework for under-
standing strategy choices by first selecting one of four generic strategies for the 
firm—low-cost provider, differentiator, focused differentiator, or niche.  

The low-cost provider is pretty straightforward, the firm’s competitive advan-
tage is the lowest cost—acquisition or ownership or both. The differentiator se-
lects features and characteristics in products and services that differentiate them 
and create value in the minds of customers. The focused differentiator will seek 
to differentiate offerings to appeal to particular markets, needs, or customer 
groups. Niche strategies are the extremely selective positioning choices and 
unique business propositions that defy characterization.  

3.3. Structure 

Henry Mintzberg is certainly among the most influential thinkers in the field of 
organizational behavior in any era. He classified organizational structures into 
four types [5]: professional, machine, entrepreneurial, and hybrid.  

Broadly thumbnailed, the professional structure is built around the profes-
sional skills/certifications that firm members bring to the firm. The machine 
structure is built around defined tasks. The entrepreneurial structure is loose 
and temporal, intentionally vague. The hybrid structure is a synthesis of the oth-
er three.  

3.4. Culture 

Of the ten organizational elements selected for the alignment table, culture is 
probably the one most extensively written about and the least understood. I at-
tended a lecture once where one of Canada’s foremost experts on organizational 
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culture began by stating that culture is hard to define, and then spent 90 minutes 
proving it. Every newly hired coach or CEO proclaims the need to “change the 
culture”, which will be the first priority of their successor, and their successor, 
and so on.  

The problem with defining culture is that we are dealing with the white space, 
not the black ink. The “about us” tab on a corporate website will tell us some-
thing about leadership’s aspirations for the firm, but culture is the way things re-
ally work; it is the informal org chart and the unwritten rules and the things that 
draw praise and scorn from peers. In my MBA courses, I define one edge of cul-
ture as the boundary between the tolerated and the intolerable. Goffee and Jones 
[6] provided a quadrant typology for cultures with labels that resonate: com-
munal, fragmented, mercenary, and networked.  

3.5. Decision-Making 

Some things can’t be improved upon. Lewin’s [7] typology of decision-making 
styles has survived three generations and the transition from the industrial age to 
the information age to the current state of flux. The four archetypes: authorita-
rian, consensus, collaborative, and laissez-faire have adequately described the 
dominant decision-making modes of organizations big and small, and have been 
applied to thousands of firms over millions of student assignments in business 
courses around the world.  

3.6. Leadership 

Bass [8] provided a workable distinction between transactional and transforma-
tional leadership, and his frameworks were robust enough to accommodate the 
refinements of adding situation and servant leadership that were developed by 
various successive researchers and leadership theorists.  

Leaders come in all varieties and the many facets of leadership have been the 
subject of observation and study since ancient times. But just as effectiveness is 
the foundation of understanding organizational behavior, leadership type and 
orientation is the foundation of developing authentic leadership and the key to 
aligning leadership with the needs of the led.  

3.7. Motivation  

The literature covering motivation spans business, economics, sociology, psy-
chology, theology, philosophy, and history. Universal is the general classification 
of motivations into the categories of extrinsic, intrinsic, peer, and personal. 
Firms will employ some mixture of all four types at one point or another, but 
again we are seeking to understand the dominant choice, the go-to default set-
ting that is almost instinctive in nature.  

3.8. Power Mode  

The oldest of our selected quadratic frameworks is “The Basis of Social Power” 
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[9] which like Lewin [7] and Blake-Moulton [10] has served to clarify and strati-
fy subsequent research and discovery into an organized and actionable ody of 
knowledge that practitioners have found useful for decades.  

Referent, position, reward, expert—these four categories of power describe the 
range of power-application employed in the firm. While all will be used when 
circumstances dictate, one will be the dominant power mode and those who 
learn to accumulate and dispatch power within the preferred mode of the firm 
will increase their stature and standing in the firm. Private enterprise is a volun-
tary association of individuals, so all power is applied in any of the categories by 
means of persuasion. Understanding power-mode in the firm involves deter-
mining which of the four forms is accepted as the most persuasive.  

3.9. Conflict Resolution Mode  

Organizational Behavior (OB) researchers have been interested in conflict and 
conflict resolution for as long as organizations have been systematically studied. 
A durable framework for categorizing conflict resolution styles is Blake and 
Moulton’s framework [10] which proposed four typologies: accommodating, 
consensus, compromise, competitive  

3.10. Change Mode  

Few organizations truly master change but many have accepted the reality that 
with globalization and technology, change is now the steady-state, occasionally 
interrupted by brief interludes of status quo. Beer and Nohria identified Theory 
E and Theory O, the two instigating forces of major change [13]. Kotter’s 8-step 
change process remains the gold standard for leading major change [11], and the 
broad category of continuous improvement makes up the fourth of the change 
modes selected in this paper for consideration of alignment.  

In the following sections, the paper will briefly discuss the proposed best-fit 
frameworks or typologies for each of the four Quinn and Rohrbaugh CVF effec-
tiveness [3] quadrants. The combined alignment stack table is found in Appen-
dix B.  

4. Best-Fit Stack—Human Relations (HR) Quadrant  

The HR effectiveness model values strong tribal identity, cohesion, and a sense 
of belonging [3]. It is defined by an internal validation focus and a priority of 
flexibility over control that creates a unique membership experience.  

A differentiation strategy [4] is proposed as a best-fit for this quadrant. Diffe-
rentiated products and services are compatible with a unique and differentiated 
membership employment experience. Famously differentiated brands like Har-
ley-Davidson, BMW, and Westin often reflect the “membership” notion of effec-
tiveness in the firms which created them.  

A professional structure [5] provides the flexibility for individual growth and 
development, a key characteristic of the HR quadrant firms. The communal cul-
ture [6] is a synonymous label for the HR quadrant; a culture of community is 
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compatible with an effectiveness notion of cohesiveness. Consensus deci-
sion-making [7] is typical of tribal communities, including those assembled for 
profit-making. Servant Leadership [14] is desirable in the HR quadrant where 
cohesion and belonging are paramount.  

HR quadrant firms’ overarching goals of cohesion, belonging, and community 
make peer motivation a good choice. Group rewards and participatory distribu-
tion processes fit this category as does peer pressure – i.e. people motivated to 
behave according to tribal norms to be accepted and retain membership stand-
ing. Referent power [9] fits the communal sensibilities of HR quadrant firms, its 
distinguishing fluidity a match for the flexibility dimension on the CVF grid. 
Accommodating conflict mode [10] supports the values of cohesion and mem-
bership and provides for flexibility in application. Beer’s Theory O change [12] is 
the final selection for best-fit elements; its focus on developing new organiza-
tional capabilities, rather than specific outcomes, makes it a compatible choice 
for the HR model firm.  

5. Best-Fit Stack—Internal Process (IP) Quadrant  

The IP effectiveness model values compliance with internal procedures and poli-
cies and predictability [3]. It is defined by an internal validation focus and a 
priority of control over flexibility that creates an environment of reliable and re-
peatable workflows.  

A low-cost-provider strategy [4] is proposed as a best-fit for this quadrant. 
Costs are minimized by standardization, elimination of waste, economies of 
scale, and the absence of deviation. Incremental changes to processes that lower 
unit costs can be predictably implemented in an organization where compliance 
is the first principle. Internal best-practices can be replicated quickly in a 
process-based environment.  

A machine structure [5] provides the environment for process compliance to 
flourish in the IP firm. The fragmented culture [6] eliminates the distractions of 
group loyalties or creative thinking, and pins employment to process explicitly. 
Authoritarian decision-making [7] ensures adherence to process requirements. 
Situational leadership [8] is a best-fit blend of maintenance of the status quo and 
process change in a prescribed and orderly manner.  

IP quadrant firms’ overarching goal of compliance makes extrinsic motivation 
a good choice. Punishment for non-compliance, more than incentives for ex-
pected compliance, keeps the priority on process control. Position power [9] fits 
the rigid allegiance to the hierarchy of the IP quadrant firms. Compromise con-
flict mode [10] is the least disruptive, minimizes risk and ensures change is in-
cremental. Continuous Process Improvement (CPI) is the obvious choice for 
change mode.  

6. Best-Fit Stack—Open Systems (OS) Quadrant  

The OS effectiveness model values rapid growth resource acquisition, and inno-
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vation [3]. It is defined by an external validation focus and a priority of flexibility 
over control that removes barriers to innovation and opportunistic expansion.  

A focused differentiation strategy [4] is proposed as a best-fit for this qua-
drant, although others could be successfully employed. The advantage of focused 
differentiation for the OS quadrant is that its entrepreneurial bent will tend to 
lead it into multiple unrelated ventures in unpredictable time-frames. A generic 
focused differentiation strategy provides for rapid adaption and cross-over to 
new markets and competitive positions. A firm skilled in focused differentiation 
can manage several different focused differentiation strategies in several differ-
ent business segments at the same time. And new strategies to meet new oppor-
tunities can be assembled quickly by borrowing elements of existing business 
strategies and rolling them into new applications.  

The entrepreneurial structure [5] is an easy choice for the entrepreneurial OS 
firm. The networked culture [6] and collaborative decision-making mode [7] 
serve this quadrant’s penchant for external teaming and partnering well. Trans-
formational leadership [8] makes sense since the Open Systems firms are conti-
nuously reinventing themselves.  

OS quadrant firms’ overarching goals of growth and innovation intrinsic mo-
tivation a good choice—the joy of invention motivates inventors. Expert power 
[9] is a natural consequence of the absence of structure in the ad-hoc frenzy of 
the Open System firm, more flock than hive, prowess is the currency of power, 
as opposed to titles or seniority. Consensus conflict mode [10] fills the vacuum 
created by the lack of structure typical in OS firms, and Kotter’s 8-step [11] is the 
preferred change mode where major change is the constant and status quo is the 
brief interlude.  

7. Best-Fit Stack—Rational Goal (RG) Quadrant  

The RG effectiveness model values productivity and efficiency [3]. It is defined 
by an external validation focus and a priority of control over flexibility that is 
achieved through planning, goal-setting, and cyclical measurement of progress 
against benchmarks.  

Several of the generic strategies [4] could be executed successfully in this qua-
drant, but niche is proposed as a best-fit. The concept of niche – the intersection 
of product feature differentiation and market segmentation around need – is 
compatible with the RG firm’s love of definition and specific goal-seeking to 
plan. Disciplined consumer products companies will have plans and goals bro-
ken down by product family, band, product line, and individual products for 
each managerial region and district. Each could be considered a niche, as plan-
ning and goal setting recognizes the unique market circumstances for each plan-
ning/execution cycle.  

The hybrid structure [5] is the best-fit choice for the productivity-driven RG 
firm, with market-specific customer-facing functions supported by common 
back-office functions. The mercenary culture [6] fits the hit-your-numbers 
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demands of the RG firm, and laissez-faire [7] is a good decision-making mode 
when outcomes, not process, are the bottom line. “Do whatever it takes” is the 
mantra of a quadrant with decisions pushed out as close to the marketplace as 
possible. Just hit your numbers. Transactional leadership [8] and personal moti-
vation (exceeding expectations on evaluative measures) support goal-seeking ac-
tivities well.  

RG quadrant firms’ commonly employ rewards [9] as their favored power 
mode—bonuses, commissions, pay increases, promotions. Competitive conflict 
mode [10] is efficient, a highly sought value of the RG firm. Two alternative 
ideas are presented, and one is chosen—no wasted motion. Beer’s [12] Theory E 
change mode is a best-fit for the RG quadrant; it selects economic goals first and 
then uses goal attainment to drive change through the organization. In a qua-
drant where productivity is king and meeting planned numeric objectives is 
prized Theory E is just the ticket.  

8. Assessing Alignment Using the Scorecard 

Assessing alignment and misalignment is fairly straightforward using the align-
ment stack table provided as Appendix B and the alignment scorecard for re-
cording assessment results provided in Appendix C. The exercise can be done 
by an individual or by separate independently working individuals or by group 
consensus.  

Note that the table should be approached “bottoms up” working from the 
CVF effectiveness model [3] selection upward. It is presented that way to sup-
port the idea of foundations in organizational construction—each choice in-
forming the ones to follow. MBA students have learned and applied CVF since it 
was introduced [15] and studied characteristics of firms using the framework. 
We now build upon that critical analysis to provide a structured means of ana-
lyzing alignment with the effectiveness model selected for the firm.   

The elements selected for analysis and the typologies and academic frame-
works selected to categorize them have been the subject of hundreds, perhaps 
thousands of journal articles. This paper does not propose a specific method for 
assigning any one of the typologies to the subject firm; that process can be 
whatever method or combinations of methods the analyst prefers. For academics 
and practitioners familiar with the literature upon which this alignment frame-
work is based and familiar with the subject organization, a “first to mind” word 
choice is often the best.  

What we are looking for is a sense of strategic alignment where element se-
lected is from the same column stack as the effectiveness model, or misalign-
ment where element and effectiveness are not found in the same stack, or severe 
misalignment where the sum of the two misaligned column numbers equals five.  

This exercise has been done as a classroom assignment in my MBA capstone 
course (Strategic Decision-Making) at University of Maryland University Col-
lege—Europe. The students have studied all of the elements of organizational 
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design and analysis in prior coursework and are mostly familiar with the classic 
frameworks used in constructing this synthesis. I have them use their own or-
ganizations as the subject, so they do not need to do extensive research to form 
their opinions and make their choices. Dozens of participating students have 
considered private sector firms (American and German), government agencies, 
NGO’s and charities, and military units.  

We step through the elements one at a time, starting with the effectiveness 
model selection. Typically, I will read the four choices aloud, provide some de-
scriptive keywords to jog students’ memories of the defining characteristics of 
the archetypes, and then allow 1 - 2 minutes to consider the elements and make 
a selection.  

When we have completed the assessment of the ten individual elements we 
count up the numbers of elements in alignment, the numbers in misalignment, 
and the numbers in severe misalignment (columns sum to five). And then we 
discuss our findings, their implications, the usefulness of framework as a diag-
nostic tool, and any insights gained during the exercise.  

9. Analyzing the Alignment Scores 

Few firms will exhibit perfect alignment—i.e. a perfect row of identical column 
number scores. Most well-functioning organizations will have one or two ele-
ments out of the proposed best-fit alignment, and often the results of intentional 
strategic decisions. Some firms will look like a scatter-gram, with elements from 
all four columns distributed with no rhyme or reason. When we discuss those 
organizations it is no surprise that “chaos” is the word that comes up most fre-
quently to describe the firm’s performance. Organizations evolve, and often the 
firms or organizational units that exhibit near-randomness and rampant misa-
lignment have been assembled from fragments of legacy organizations that have 
never been systematically integrated.  

It is not the number of misalignments that are most noteworthy, it is the 
number whose sum equals five. Those are the severe misalignments often cause 
disruption, conflict, and severely diminished performance. A single sum-score of 
five may be attributed to a specific change or some other traumatic event in firm 
history, but firms which produce more than two sum scores of 5 will typically be 
severely dysfunctional and in a state of extreme distress—facing bankruptcy, 
merger into another organization, de-funding, or some other existential threat.  

The significance of a sum score of 5 goes back to the Quinn and Rohrbaugh 
CVF quadrant framework [3] and the two dimensions upon which notions of 
effectiveness rest. Column sums of 3, 4, 6, and 7 are produced by misalignment 
from adjacent quadrants who share one of the two differentiating dimensions – 
either internal/external focus or flexibility/control priority. But column sums of 
5 (2 + 3 or 1 + 4) are diagonals on the CVF quadrant grid, so opposing beliefs 
about effectiveness exist along both dimensions. These are often bridges too far, 
and the best-fit elements for each effectiveness model tend to follow the pattern 
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of diagonal severity, in my experience.  
When you disagree with me on one dimension, you may question my intelli-

gence, but when you disagree with me on both dimensions you start to question 
my motivation and my moral compass. I think that you are trying to destroy the 
firm because from my frame of reference you are doing things that make us less 
effective. And it is indeed intentional; you are doing what you think will make 
the firm more effective, from your perspective of what effectiveness means. At 
the diagonals, we have diametrically opposed beliefs about what effectiveness 
means and what needs to be done to improve it. The higher we go up the orga-
nizational chart, the deeper those beliefs become embedded and the more pas-
sionate we become about advocating/defending them.  

We can see this all around us, and not just in our businesses; it is why we 
fight. My own personal quadrant is Open Systems, and it is no accident that my 
career flourished in firms firmly rooted in that frame of reference. I don’t just 
become frustrated at the rules and permissions enacted by Internal Process fac-
tions, organizations, and leaders, I attack them, because I truly believe they are 
destroying value. I’m certain that my IP friends are just as adamant that my 
wanton disregard for rules is an existential threat. We only fight because we care.  

If we did not care, we would retreat to our own factions and sulk. In my expe-
rience as an executive that is the worst possible circumstance – deeply held fac-
tional hostility that is no longer worth discussing to the combatants, who retreat 
to their echo chambers and pretend to be on the same team. Keyword pretend. 
Those passive-aggressive factional silent stand-offs are toxic to any organization, 
but those engaged will deny there is a civil war going on. We often misdiagnose 
them as personality conflicts or disputes over this policy or that, when there is a 
much deeper problem.  

But factional conflicts caused by strategic misalignment will reveal itself and 
its root cause as sums of 5 in our stack of elements when we go through the 
process of analysis in sequence. Our factional conflicts will leap off the page, and 
then we can address them, correct the misalignment, and improve organization-
al performance with a sense of urgency.  

10. Conclusions and Recommendations  

The proposed alignment stack table creates a systematic method for organiza-
tional profiling of firms. There are several useful applications for using such a 
tool that come readily to mind:  
• assessing the compatibility of potential M&A targets and estimating integra-

tion plan complexities  
• identifying exploitable weaknesses of competitors  
• strengthening alliances with customers in areas of strategic compatibilities  
• prioritizing strategic changes needed to improve the performance of the firm  
• periodically internal canvassing of business units to pro-actively identify 

problems requiring attention  
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• creating a unified perspective of strategic decision-making to develop leaders 
and strategists  

By identifying the elements most severely misaligned with the firms’ notions 
of effectiveness—those with a stack number sum of five—executives can priorit-
ize their resources on bringing those elements into alignment that will have the 
greatest impact on firm performance.  

The paper’s proposed synthesis of existing frameworks is theoretical, but it 
has been thought-tested and assessed favorably in graduate school classes whose 
students are typically middle to upper-level managers with 10 - 15 years of expe-
rience at the back end of their MBA program; they do not possess skills, know-
ledge, and capabilities beyond those we would expect to find in the senior man-
agement ranks of most firms. The risk of the idea being an irrelevant academic 
abstraction too complex for practical use is low.  

Additional research and more widespread application should be pursued to 
validate the selection of the ten elements, the selection, and application of the 
typologies found in the literature for each, and the best-fit placement of typolo-
gies in each of the stacks. A rigorous vetting of the conceptual framework con-
structed and a consensus on methodologies by which it can be applied would 
strengthen its credibility and viability as a diagnostic tool for practitioners and 
academics alike.  
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Appendix A: CVF Graphic  

 

Appendix B: Alignment Stack 

 

Appendix C: Alignment Scorecard 
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